Implementation of a New Kiosk Technology for Blood Pressure Management in a Family Medicine Clinic: from the WWAMI Region Practice and Research Network
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**Background:** Using a self-service kiosk to measure blood pressure (BP) has the potential to increase patients’ awareness of their BP control and free up medical assistant (MA) time. The objective of this study was to evaluate BP kiosk acceptability and usability, as well as its effects on the workflow of patient BP self-measurement in a primary care clinic.

**Methods:** We used qualitative and quantitative assessments of kiosk implementation via meetings with clinic leaders, focus groups with clinic providers and staff, observations of kiosk users, and surveys of kiosk users at 2 and 8 months.

**Results:** Most patients were comfortable using the kiosk (82% at 2 months, 87% at 8 months). Initial provider concerns included accuracy, but most gained confidence after comparing it with other monitors and reviewing the literature supporting its accuracy. Patients and providers saw many benefits: easier BP checks, increased patient engagement, and saved MA time for other tasks. The clinic addressed early concerns (eg, infection control, confusing instructions, perceived loss of personal touch). Most patients (86%) supported the clinic continuing to use the kiosks.

**Conclusions** Providers, staff, and patients adapted to the use of BP kiosks, providing value by engaging patients in their own care and saving MA time. The clinic decided to keep the self-service kiosk after the pilot period. (J Am Board Fam Med 2016;29:620–629.)
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To provide more efficient and accessible care, primary care clinics are increasingly adopting health-centered technologies, including self-service technologies. Self-service “kiosks” are an example and have been used for medication reconciliation,1 health education,2 and measurement of vital signs.3 While kiosks have the potential to save time for both staff and patients,3 previous studies caution that implementing them requires thoughtful integration with patient and clinic workflows as well as facilitation and support from clinic staff.

Measurement of blood pressure (BP) is 1 area where new self-service technology has the potential to transform primary care. BP measurement occurs...
routinely at most health care visits. In recent years, self-measurement in patients’ homes has become common, and home and 24-hour ambulatory BP monitoring are more accurate than clinic-based measures in predicting cardiovascular events and death. Community-based BP measurement using a kiosk, such as those commonly found in pharmacies, is another alternative to clinic-based measurement. One BP kiosk has been validated as accurate by the Association for the Advancement of Medical Instrumentation standards, and it has been found to produce results comparable to those of 24-hour ambulatory BP measurement. However, despite the potential for such kiosks to replace or supplement usual BP measures in primary care clinics, few have been introduced into this setting.

To understand the process of adopting BP kiosk technology, we partnered with a family medicine clinic and used a longitudinal, mixed-methods approach to explore the barriers and facilitators to implementation. We used the Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research (CFIR) to guide our assessment of contextual factors that might influence the adoption of new workflows associated with BP kiosk use in primary care.

Methods
Study Setting
The study was conducted in a primary care clinic serving a small city and its outlying rural populations in Washington state. The clinic had 6 physicians, 1 physician assistant, 8 medical assistants (MAs), and 5 front desk staff, and it is part of a larger health system that includes a hospital and 4 other primary care clinics. The health system shares a quality improvement (Lean Six Sigma) team that helps to plan and evaluate clinic changes. The clinic is a member of the WWAMI region Practice and Research Network, a group of 50 primary care clinics in 5 Northwestern states committed to collaborating with academic investigators on research that improves clinical practice. The investigators contacted clinic leadership about the opportunity to implement a self-service BP kiosk. The clinic adopted an electronic health record (EHR) in 2000 and a computerized patient self-service check-in to collect profile information and for billing using a Phreesia tablet (Phreesia, New York City, NY) in 2014. Patients use the tablet at check-in to confirm their personal information (eg, address, insurance) and pay their medical bill, a process that takes 5 to 10 minutes the first time and 2 to 3 minutes at subsequent visits. Our evaluation focused on the BP kiosk only.

Study Design and Data Collection
The multidisciplinary study team, including primary care physicians, human-centered design experts, and quality improvement experts, used a longitudinal mixed-methods approach to evaluate provider (physicians, physician assistants), staff (MAs, front desk staff), clinic leadership, and patient perspectives and experience of the first 9 months of BP kiosk use (August 2014 through April 2015; Table 1). The University of Washington Human Subjects Division approved the study design.

Provider, Staff, and Clinic Leadership Data Collection
Focus group sessions were conducted with providers, MAs, and front desk staff during the second and eighth months of kiosk implementation. At each time, we held 2 groups. One included providers and MAs, the other MAs and front desk staff (for focus group questions, see Appendix 1). Each group included 8 to 10 participants. All meetings were audio recorded and transcribed.
**Patient Data Collection**

One researcher (C-FC) spent 18 hours over 4 days in the clinic observing kiosk patient use and workflow in the waiting room. Although the observations were focused on patient kiosk experience (60 patients in month 2 and 92 patients in month 8), they also included patient, receptionist, and MA kiosk interactions.

Approximately 2 and 8 months after kiosk implementation, front desk staff gave adult patients attending clinic visits a 4-page anonymous questionnaire and asked them to return it to a closed collection box. The collection box was emptied daily until at least 100 responses were obtained (roughly 2 to 3 weeks). The clinic collected 103 questionnaires during the first survey and 125 during the second survey.

Both questionnaires (see Appendices 2 and 3) included questions using Likert-type scales and open-ended questions that asked the patients whether they used the kiosk, how comfortable and confident they were in using it (eg, using a 5-option scale, from very comfortable to not at all comfortable), what they liked, what could have improved their experience, and how accurate they thought the kiosk was. The clinic placed a receptionist in the waiting room to help patients use the kiosk and the self-service check-in tablet between the 2 surveys, so the second survey asked about patients’ experience with the receptionist in the waiting room and whether the clinic should keep the kiosk.

**Rooming Time and BP Data**

The Lean Six Sigma team evaluated MA rooming time before and after BP kiosk implementation. A member of the Lean Six Sigma team used a stopwatch to track the amount of time it took for the MA to greet the patient and prepare the patient in the examination room for a clinic visit (292 patients before and 370 patients after BP kiosk implementation).

The PharmaSmart BP kiosk is web enabled and anonymously collected all BP measurements each time it was used. The kiosk vendor provided the clinic and researchers with monthly reports of the number of BP measurements taken and the percentages categorized as normal, prehypertension, stage 1 hypertension, and stage 2 hypertension (based on JNC7).

**Analysis**

The research team analyzed the notes from the planning sessions and the transcripts from the 2-month focus groups using a grounded theory approach to identify emerging themes. These themes were then augmented based on analysis of transcripts from the 8-month focus groups. The final themes combined those from the 2 sets of transcripts and were used to analyze notes from observations of kiosk use. We analyzed the patient questionnaires using descriptive statistics such as frequencies, and we used \( \chi^2 \) tests to compare categorical variables between surveys.

**Results**

The kiosks recorded 12,525 BP measurements during the first 8 months of deployment. Of these, 28.5% were categorized as normal, 24.3%...
as prehypertension, 34.7% as stage 1 hypertension, and 12.5% as stage 2 hypertension. Our observations demonstrated that many patients checked their BP more than once, and based on the timing of the measurements and focus group reports, this seemed to occur more often with high BP readings.

**Typical Workflow After Kiosk Implementation**

We observed that when patients arrived at the clinic’s front desk, receptionists greeted them, handed them the tablet for self-check-in, and instructed them on how to use the BP kiosk (Figure 1). The check-in tablet was new to some patients and required receptionists to spend additional time explaining how to use it. After patients used and returned the check-in tablet, receptionists notified the MAs, via the EHR, that the patient had finished check-in. Meanwhile the patient took his or her BP at the kiosk and obtained the paper printout of BP results. When the MA summoned the patient from the waiting room, the patient handed the BP printout to the MA.

Clinic staff deviated from this workflow when the clinic was busy or patients were late. For example, receptionists would immediately notify MAs of late arrivals and let patients take the check-in tablet into the examination room. Depending on the purpose of the visit, patients might use the BP kiosk at the end of the visit or the physician or MA would obtain the BP in the examination room. During busy times at check-in, patients sometimes queued up to use the kiosk or used the kiosk before completing check-in via the tablet.

**Clinic Perspective**

**Benefits**

**Kiosk Use Freed up MA Time.** The Lean Six Sigma team’s measurements found that MAs spent an average of 1.5 minutes less rooming each patient after the kiosk was introduced. In the focus groups, some MAs confirmed that time savings from patients self-measuring BP were substantial (Table 2, Saves time). MAs reported that the time saved allowed them to spend more time preparing documents and educational materials as well as handling telephone encounters and voicemails.

**Kiosk Printout Prompted Provider and Patient Awareness and Engagement with BP.** In the focus groups, MAs reported that after entering the BP values into the EHR system, they usually left the kiosk printout for the provider in the examination room. Providers reported that seeing the printout from the kiosk, rather than BP values in the EHR, increased their attention to the patient’s BP (Table 2, Provider awareness).

Many providers and MAs reported that patients paid more attention to their BP readings and more often noticed when their BP was above normal. This
Table 2. Focus Group Quotes and their Relationship to Study Themes and the Consolidated Framework of Implementation Research Constructs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quotes</th>
<th>CFIR Constructs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clinic perspective</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Benefits</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Saves time</strong></td>
<td>Intervention characteristics (relative advantage)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Yeah, it does [save time]. You know, you call them back, they hand you their blood pressure slip, all you have to do is weight, height. . . . Just by that piece of paper, it saves quite a bit of time with blood pressure and pulse.” (MA, month 8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Provider awareness</strong></td>
<td>Intervention characteristics (relative advantage)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“I am much more likely to notice a little slip of paper laying on the top of the counter top than the one that’s in the vital signs on the chart.” (Provider, month 8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Patient awareness</strong></td>
<td>Intervention characteristics (relative advantage)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“It is real positive that the patients now are thinking about their BP as they’re seeing the numbers. In the past, they never really saw the numbers so it was something that was told to them which may or may not have been received.” (Provider, month 8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Challenges</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Perceptions of accuracy</strong></td>
<td>Inner setting (implementation climate: compatibility)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinic leaders addressed the initial accuracy concern by asking providers and staff to compare average BPs taken by the kiosks with those taken by MAs. When asked about the comparison experience, one MA responded: “Most of the ones that I’ve had to re-check are pretty close, within 5 points of that.” (MA, month 2)</td>
<td>Characteristics of individuals (knowledge and beliefs about the intervention)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“The main problem I think is it’s off quite a bit and so then I get questioned so I have to re-take it in the room or if I notice it’s high, I will always re-check it. About 90% of the time, I re-check it” (MA, month 2).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Workflow</strong></td>
<td>Characteristics of individuals (knowledge and beliefs about the intervention)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“[Whether the kiosk saves time] just depends on how many [patients] you have in a day that either won’t use it, don’t like it, want it re-checked. Then, it takes more time than if you were just checking it yourself.” (MA, month 8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Job security</strong></td>
<td>Inner setting (implementation climate: compatibility)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“It could be like the airport, . . . they just walk in the door and you go over to the kiosk.” (Receptionist, month 2, commenting about job security concern)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Patient perspective</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Benefits</strong></td>
<td>Characteristics of individuals (self-efficacy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Patient comfort</strong></td>
<td>Intervention characteristics (adaptability)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Some patients now have had enough experience with it where they’ll just go straight to it, and they know.” (Receptionist, month 8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>More self-service</strong></td>
<td>Intervention characteristics (adaptability)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Instead of doing nurse visits, [patients] just come, check it, give it to [the receptionists] and they write their name on it and then they bring it back to us, or some leave it on the counter . . . .” (MA, month 2).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“If they come in with their blood pressure machine and they say, ‘I need to check my blood pressure, check it [using the kiosk] against my own,’ I say go right ahead.” (Receptionist, month 8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Continued
Table 2. Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Challenges</th>
<th>Quotes</th>
<th>CFIR Constructs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resting before BP measurement</td>
<td>“I think that we would get better readings if the kiosks were located in a different spot, not in the waiting room. If the patient had a chance to sit for a few minutes before they took their blood pressure, be all done with Phreesia pad so that it was not causing them anxiety.” (Provider, month 8)</td>
<td>Characteristics of individuals (knowledge and beliefs about the intervention)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prehypertension</td>
<td>“It’s [the prehypertension notation] an opportunity to enhance some discussion between us and the patient on what that means and what steps they can take.” (Provider, month 2)</td>
<td>Inner setting (implementation climate: relative priority)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“It’s not that we don’t believe that their blood pressure should be better, it’s just we have so much competing for our time.” (Provider, month 8).</td>
<td>Inner setting (implementation climate: relative priority)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preferred not to use</td>
<td>“We do have people that refuse to use it, because of so many people, bacteria, germs.” (MA, month 2).</td>
<td>Characteristics of individuals (knowledge and beliefs about the intervention)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“A lot of them [patients] just want to stand up there and talk. ... Before, you know, while we were checking them in, we could talk to them, but now we just tell them, you got to go do this and, I think it’s kind of taken away their social hour.” (Receptionist, month 2).</td>
<td>Characteristics of individuals (knowledge and beliefs about the intervention)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BP, blood pressure; CFIR, consolidated framework for implementation research; MA, medical assistant.

seemed to be partly a result of the printout (Table 2, Patient awareness). We observed that some patients kept the printout as a reminder.

Providers and MAs reported that increased awareness of BP measurements sometimes caused patient anxiety. They reported that patients worried about abnormal values, particularly those with BPs in the prehypertension category who had not previously considered their BP as abnormal.

Challenges

Providers and MAs Had Mixed Perceptions About Kiosk Accuracy. When the clinic first introduced the kiosk, communication with clinic leaders revealed that some providers and clinic staff were concerned about the accuracy of measurements. To address these concerns, clinician leadership and a clinic administrator, the kiosk vendor, and 1 researcher met with clinic providers and staff to present validation studies of the kiosk’s accuracy and to answer questions. They encouraged providers and MAs to compare averages of several kiosk measurements with those taken by MAs. Most providers and MAs found that BPs were similar, which increased their trust of kiosk measurements (Table 2, Perceptions of accuracy).

In the focus groups, however, some providers and MAs reported that the kiosks tended to report higher BPs than they expected (Table 2, Perceptions of accuracy). Most MAs and providers reported rechecking BP for 10% to 20% of patients, though 1 MA reported that 1 day during the early adoption period she checked or rechecked 80% because of her concerns about accuracy or differences from an expected BP for a given patient. The rechecks made some staff question whether the kiosk actually saved time (Table 2, Perceptions of accuracy).

Self-service Technology Shifted Work Responsibilities and Created Concerns About Job Security.

To take advantage of the apparent time savings from adopting the kiosks and check-in tablets, the clinic administration reported that they reviewed what clinic staff did with their time. For example, MAs were able to spend more time entering patient medical history following the introduction of the kiosk.
In focus groups, some clinic staff voiced concern that the clinic would need fewer staff as more tasks became automated, and that kiosk use resulted in less personal service (Table 2, Job security). Clinic leaders reassured staff that their goal was to redirect staff time to improve patient care rather than to reduce staffing.

Patient Perspective

Benefits

Patients Were Comfortable Using the Kiosks. In the 2- and 8-month surveys, 82.2% and 88.8% of patients, respectively, reported feeling “comfortable” or “very comfortable” using the kiosk. Many patients commented that the kiosk is “convenient,” “easy and fast,” and that they can “repeat the test” and “do it myself.” During our observations 8 months after kiosk deployment, many patients went to the kiosk directly without needing help or instructions, a finding echoed by clinic staff in the focus groups (Table 2, Comfortable using kiosk).

Patients Used Kiosks for More Self-service. Clinic staff reported at focus groups that patients used the kiosks to support other needs, such as between-visit BP checks and home BP monitor calibration. Both staff (in focus groups) and patients (in the survey) reported the kiosk as convenient and a time-saver. Before kiosk deployment, between-visit BP checks often involved making an appointment or waiting until a nurse or MA was available (Table 2, More self-service). In addition, we observed that the kiosk enabled individuals who accompanied patients to check their BPs. Unexpected uses reported in the focus groups and observed in the clinic included patients comparing the results of their own BP devices with those of the kiosk (Table 2, More self-service), as well as clinic providers and staff monitoring their own BPs on the kiosk.

Challenges

Some Patients Were Concerned About the Accuracy of Kiosk Measurement. While 80% of patient survey respondents thought kiosk BPs were as accurate or more accurate than those taken by clinic staff, at focus group meetings MAs reported that some patients thought the kiosk BP measurements were higher than expected and were unhappy using the kiosk (Table 2, Perceptions of accuracy). Approximately 40% of patients in each survey reported that their BP was retaken by a provider after using the kiosk.

In the focus groups, clinic administrators, providers, and staff discussed the higher-than-expected BPs and speculated that this might result from patients not having the chance to sit and wait in the reception area before measuring their BP (Table 2, Perceptions of accuracy). Clinic teams reported that they addressed this by having receptionists instruct patients to relax and take deep breaths before using the kiosk. In the second set of focus groups, the receptionists discussed how they had developed a standard script to encourage patients to take some time before measuring their BP. The 8-month patient observations reflected patients following these instructions.

Display of Prehypertension Category on Kiosk Printout Caused Confusion. In the focus groups, some providers and MAs reported that some patients were confused and concerned by the prehypertension notations (systolic BP, 120–139; diastolic BP, 80–89) on the kiosk paper printout (Figure 2). Although some providers felt this created an opportunity to educate patients (Table 2, Perceptions of accuracy), others felt this was not a good use of their time (Table 2, Prehypertension).

Not Every Patient Could Use the Kiosks. In the focus groups, some providers and clinic staff reported that patients with large or thin arms sometimes had difficulty using the kiosk. When we observed patients with thin arms use the kiosk, the cuff sometimes inflated multiple times but was unable to obtain a measurement. In addition, patients in wheelchairs or those who could not measure BP in their left arm could not use the kiosk. Providers mentioned that they advised patients with specific underlying conditions such as lymphedema or dialysis not to use the kiosk.

Some Patients Preferred Not to Use the Kiosks. In the focus groups, MAs reported that some patients simply preferred not to use the kiosk. At the beginning of kiosk adoption, some of these patient concerns related to hygiene (Table 2, Preferred not to use). In response, the clinic provided wipes for patients to clean the cuff and screen before using the kiosk.

Providers and clinic staff also mentioned that older patients were somewhat more resistant to using the kiosk. They reported that some older
patients seemed to take longer to use the new technology, whereas others felt the self-service technologies were impersonal (Table 2, Preferred not to use).

Clinic staff also reported that some patients had concerns about measuring their BP in public, in part because of the need to remove an arm from clothing or because of concerns about others seeing their BP readings. We observed that some patients chose to use the kiosk situated in the back of the waiting room, even when the closer one was available. A few patients mentioned in the survey that they would prefer the kiosk be “in a private area.”

Adaptations and Further Opportunities for Improvement

Clinic administrators created a new role—a navigator—to assist patients with the new self-service technologies. The clinic felt that this might help reassure patients that the clinic was using the time and resources saved to provide better quality or more personal care.

The clinic administrative team also was concerned that kiosk placement in the reception area may have contributed to privacy concerns and to higher BP measurements (as patients did not have time to relax after entering the clinic, as recommended by BP measurement experts). The clinic team discussed moving the kiosks closer to the examination rooms to allow patients more time to rest before BP measurement. However, this would have limited kiosk use for BP self-checks, home BP machine calibration, and BP checks by others (eg, family). Relocating the kiosk to other areas might also create new workflow challenges, so the clinic did not make this change.

Discussion

Clinic personnel and patients identified many benefits to using the BP kiosks, including time saved rooming patients and opportunities for MAs to focus on other aspects of clinical care. Successful adoption required addressing concerns that arose during the implementation process and making modifications to the kiosk, to workflows, and to staff roles. We use the CFIR to guide our discussion of the contextual factors that seemed to influence adoption of the BP kiosks. CFIR allowed us to organize information gathered from our mixed-methods, longitudinal evaluation to guide clinic administrators, clinicians, health information technology designers, and researchers regarding the implementation of similar technologies in primary care settings.

Barriers to and Facilitators of BP Kiosk Adoption

Our findings suggest that the adoption of new technologies in clinical settings is an iterative process that requires ongoing attention to the setting, individuals in that setting, and barriers and concerns that emerge. One barrier was individual knowledge of and belief in the intervention itself (characteristics of individuals, CFIR). Some staff and patients perceived the technology as inaccurate and impersonal. However, the clinic was able to respond to
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concerns quickly and addressed them through formal, Lean Six Sigma rapid cycle evaluation processes. For example, the clinic team addressed the accuracy concern by implementing standard patient instructions before BP measurement. The use of this reflection and evaluation process (process, CFIR) was highly valuable for implementation of the BP kiosks. The clinic also had strong leadership engagement and resources to support the adaptation process (inner setting, CFIR). Clinic leadership involved providers and staff in this process to identify problems and brainstorm solutions, which contributed to a positive implementation climate (inner setting and trialability, CFIR).

Overall, patients were very positive about the clinic keeping the kiosk. For most patients, the kiosks were easy and convenient to use and provided a way for them to efficiently monitor their BP. From the clinic perspective, the kiosk not only saved MA time but also increased provider engagement and provided opportunities for better BP monitoring and patient education. While some patients felt kiosks were impersonal, the clinic identified opportunities to provide a more personal experience, such as allowing MAs to spend more time taking patient histories and placing the navigator in the waiting room. Provider and MA endorsement of the kiosk also increased patient acceptance.

Our mixed-methods approach allowed us to understand the technology adoption process from the perspectives of both patients and the entire health care team over a period of 8 months. However, our study was conducted in a single primary care clinic with 1 particular self-service technology and may not be generalizable to all clinics or technologies. Around the time of BP kiosk adoption, the clinic also adopted the check-in tablet, which might have affected the kiosk adoption process. Kiosk adoption is an ongoing process, and the navigator in the waiting area was added toward the end of our evaluation. Therefore we were not able to observe and report on all adaptations made in response to this new technology.

Implications for Technology Adoption in Primary Care Clinics

Although patients were the primary users of this self-service technology, our study highlights that the kiosks influenced both provider and staff workflow. This creates a unique challenge for technology design. Technology designers and developers must consider the interaction between different roles within a primary care setting and how the introduction of a new technology can affect those roles and the relationships between people. Field evaluation is essential, and modifications based on specific workflows are often required as the technology adoption progresses over a period of time.

As self-service technology becomes more prevalent in primary care settings, patients will have more opportunities to encounter information tasks (eg, updating medications) or measurement tasks (eg, BP measurement) originally designed to be performed and interpreted by health care professionals. When this happens, the task or the information generated from these tasks become a “boundary object” that bridges the worlds of patient self-management and clinical care. Even something as simple as the design of a paper slip displaying a BP measurement has many opportunities. During this study, these slips prompted patient awareness of their BP status but also generated concerns, confusion, and anxiety. Similar to the OpenNotes initiative, researchers studying technology adoption in clinic settings should be attentive to the impact it may have on interactions between patients and providers.

Implications for Blood Pressure Practice and Research

There may be other advantages to adopting BP kiosks in clinic settings. There is increasing evidence that BPs obtained at individual clinic visits offer “snapshots” of a patient’s BP and may not reflect true (or average) BP, potentially resulting in both under- and overdiagnosis of hypertension and difficulty assessing BP control. Use of BP kiosks might provide more opportunities to efficiently capture additional BPs.

The BP kiosk used in this study has been cleared by the US Food and Drug Administration and the World Hypertension Society, and has been validated against both the mercury standard and 24-hour ambulatory BP monitoring. However, simple factors such as patients rushing to obtain BPs when they first enter the clinic may contribute to perceived inaccuracy. Because the BP kiosk is designed for use without the need for health professional supervision, it is difficult to monitor how patients use it or ensure that use is consistent with guidelines for use. For example, we observed that patients often rested for less than the 5 minutes that
the JNC7 recommends. Clinical staff measuring patients’ BP also are often not compliant with these recommendations. One study found that only 16% of MAs self-reported that they wait the recommended 5 minutes each time they measured BP. Providing patients with specific instructions to rest or being able to set kiosk timing might help busy practices adhere to guideline recommendations.

Our study describes implementation of a self-service BP kiosk in a family medicine clinic. It was not intended to validate the accuracy of the BP kiosk. We present lessons that could be applied to the adoption of other new technologies in primary care settings. The difference between JNC7 guidelines for BP measurement and how patients use a kiosk in practice demonstrate the need for more studies of how best to integrate self-service technologies into clinical workflows. In addition, questions remain about how best to integrate self-service data into EHRs and clinical decision support tools. Newer kiosk models now have the ability to upload BPs directly into an EHR; others have incorporated weight scales and touch screens for patients to enter data. Additional functionality not only provides opportunities for improving care but also creates a need for ongoing evaluation of implementation.
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Appendix 1
Focus Group Protocol

Section I: Workflow

I’d like to start by discussing the workflow in the clinic now that the PharmaSmart kiosks have been in place for ____ months.

1. How does the use of the kiosk fit in with patient flow from the time a patient enters the clinic to the time a patient is roomed?
   a. What is the sequence of events?
   b. Does the patient taking his/her own blood pressure affect clinic flow?
2. Have problems with workflow arisen?
   a. If yes: What kind of problems? How were those problems solved? What solutions were developed?
   b. How does directing patients to the kiosk affect front desk workflow?
3. What process is being used to transfer the blood pressure and pulse from the kiosk print-out to patient charts?
   a. How do you think this process is working?
   b. Have problems with the transfer arisen?
   i. If yes: What kind of problems? How were those problems solved? What solutions were developed?
4. Without mentioning any names, can you tell me about the experiences of any patients who have been unable to use the kiosk?
   a. How has obtaining the vital signs for these patients been handled?
5. What happens if the kiosk blood pressure is high? low?
   a. What if the pulse is high? low?
6. To what degree do you think the implementation of the kiosks has freed up time for the medical assistants?
   a. How much time do think has been freed up in an average day?
   b. What are the medical assistants doing with the added time?
   c. For those of you who are medical assistants or front desk staff, how do you feel about the idea of shifting responsibility for taking vital signs to the kiosk to free up medical assistants’ time for other activities?

Section II: Acceptability

I’d now like to hear about your opinions of the new clinic process in which patients measure their own blood pressure and pulse using the PharmaSmart kiosk.

7. What, in your opinion, has been good about the new clinic process in which patients measure their own blood pressure and pulse using the PharmaSmart kiosk?
8. What concerns do you have about the new clinic process in which patients measure their own blood pressure and pulse using the PharmaSmart kiosk?
   a. Are there additional concerns that providers have? What about medical assistants? What about other staff and administrators?
9. Do you trust the blood pressures and pulses taken by the kiosk?
   a. If participants communicate mistrust in the kiosk to take accurate blood pressures and pulses, ask: Why is that? What would make you feel more trustful of the kiosk measurements?
10. What proportion of patients do you think are taking their own vital signs?
   a. Do you think patients feel comfortable taking their own blood pressures and pulses?
11. What concerns have patients raised to staff and/or their physicians about the new clinic process in which patients measure their own blood pressure and pulse using the PharmaSmart kiosk?
   ***The remaining questions will only be asked during the second focus group discussion.***
12. For those of you who are medical assistants or front desk staff, how do you feel now that you have experience with the clinic process in which patients measure their own blood pressure and pulse using the PharmaSmart kiosk?
   a. What do you like about the clinic process in which patients measure their own blood pressure and pulse using the Phar-
maSmart kiosk? What don’t you like about the clinic process in which patients measure their own blood pressure and pulse using the PharmaSmart kiosk?

b. What was your best experience with the clinic process in which patients measure their own blood pressure and pulse using the PharmaSmart kiosk? Why? Your worst? Why?

13. For those of you who are physicians, how do you feel now that you have experience with the clinic process in which patients measure their own blood pressure and pulse using the PharmaSmart kiosk?

a. What do you like about the clinic process in which patients measure their own blood pressure and pulse using the PharmaSmart kiosk? What don’t you like about the clinic process in which patients measure their own blood pressure and pulse using the PharmaSmart kiosk?

b. What was your best experience with the clinic process in which patients measure their own blood pressure and pulse using the PharmaSmart kiosk? Your worst? Why?

Section III: Feasibility and Long-Term Use

I’d now like to hear your opinions about the feasibility and long-term use of the kiosks.

14. What changes would you like to see in the clinic process in which patients measure their own blood pressure and pulse using the PharmaSmart kiosk?

a. What would you do differently next time?

15. What has been most surprising about the clinic process in which patients measure their own blood pressure and pulse using the PharmaSmart kiosk?

16. Imagine that technology and money are not limiting factors. What would you want from a future kiosk?

17. Would the clinic process in which patients measure their own blood pressure and pulse using the PharmaSmart kiosk, as it stands now, work long-term?

a. If yes: Why?

b. If no: What would have to change for you to reconsider your opinion?

18. What are the problems that you see currently in blood pressure measurement in the clinic?

a. What role does the kiosk have in helping with these problems?

Conclusion

19. Is there anything else you think we should know about your thoughts on the clinic process in which patients measure their own blood pressure and pulse using the PharmaSmart kiosk that we have not yet discussed?
FAMILY MEDICINE OF YAKIMA KIOSK SURVEY

Family Medicine of Yakima is working with the University of Washington on a research project to understand how patients experience using the new blood pressure kiosk in the waiting area. The results of this survey will help us provide better care to patients.

- Please take a moment to fill out this short questionnaire so we can better serve you as a patient in the future.
- Your answers are anonymous, which means that they cannot be traced back to you in any way.
- Your doctors and nurses will not see your answers.
- Taking part in this study is voluntary. This means that you can choose whether or not to fill out the survey.
- You do not have to answer any questions you do not want to answer.

PLEASE DO NOT FILL OUT THIS FORM IF:
(1) You are 17 years of age or younger
(2) You have already filled out this form

When you finish the survey, please put it in the drop box by the front desk.

- If you have questions about the kiosk, please contact the Family Medicine of Yakima Clinic Administrator at 509-966-9480.
- If you have questions about the research, please contact: Laura-Mae Baldwin, MD, MPH at 206-685-4799 or lmb@uw.edu.

1. Have you taken your blood pressure on Family Medicine of Yakima's blood pressure kiosk or any other kiosk before?
   - Yes
   - No

2. Did you take your blood pressure at Family Medicine of Yakima's blood pressure kiosk today?
   - Yes
   - No

   If NO, why not? (Please skip to question 5): _______________________

3. How comfortable did you feel using the kiosk? (check one)
   - Very comfortable
   - Comfortable
   - Somewhat comfortable
   - Not very comfortable
   - Not at all comfortable
4. How confident were you that you could use the kiosk to take your blood pressure on your own? (check one)
   - Very Confident
   - Confident
   - Somewhat confident
   - Not very confident
   - Not at all confident

5. How comfortable were you with being asked to use the kiosk to take your blood pressure rather than having the nurse or medical assistant take it? (check one)
   - Very comfortable
   - Comfortable
   - Somewhat comfortable
   - Not very comfortable
   - Not at all comfortable

6. What did you like about using the kiosk? ________________________________

7. What one thing could we have done better today to improve your experience using the kiosk? ________________________________

8. I think my blood pressure results from the kiosk were:
   - More accurate than when a staff member (medical assistant or nurse) takes them
   - As accurate as when a staff member takes them
   - Less accurate than when a staff member takes them

   If you think the results were more accurate or less accurate, why is that? ________________________________

9. Did a health care provider (for example, nurse, medical assistant, doctor) take your blood pressure at your visit today? (check one)
   - Yes, a healthcare provider took my blood pressure today
   - No, a healthcare provider did not take my blood pressure today.

   If NO:
   Have you seen a healthcare provider yet?  □ Yes  □ No

10. Is there anything else you would like us to know about your experience with the kiosk? ________________________________

When you finish the survey, please put it in the drop box by the front desk. Thank you!
11. Did the receptionist in the waiting room improve your experience with using the kiosk?

☐ Yes  ☐ No

If YES, please explain how _________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

12. What one thing could the receptionist in the waiting room have done to make your experience today better?
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

13. Clinic staff members save time when you take your own blood pressure on the kiosk. Family Medicine of Yakima is using this time to better manage your overall health. Please tell us how you feel about this.
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

14. Do you think that Family Medicine of Yakima should keep using the kiosk?

☐ Yes  If YES, why? ______________________________________

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

☐ No  If NO, why not? ______________________________________

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

15. Is there anything else you would like us to know about your experience with the kiosk? ______________________________________

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
Family Medicine of Yakima is working with the University of Washington on a research project to understand how patients experience using the new blood pressure kiosk in the waiting area. The results of this survey will help us provide better care to patients.

- Please take a moment to fill out this short questionnaire so we can better serve you as a patient in the future.
- Your answers are anonymous, which means that they cannot be traced back to you in any way.
- Your doctors and nurses will not see your answers.
- Taking part in this study is voluntary. This means that you can choose whether or not to fill out the survey.
- You do not have to answer any questions you do not want to answer.

Please do not fill out this form if:
(1) You are 17 years of age or younger
(2) You already filled out this form in the last month

When you finish the survey, please put it in the drop box by the front desk.

- If you have questions about the kiosk, please contact the Family Medicine of Yakima Clinic Administrator at 509-966-9480.
- If you have questions about the research, please contact: Laura-Mae Baldwin, MD, MPH at 206-685-4799 or lmb@uw.edu.

1. Have you taken your blood pressure on Family Medicine of Yakima's blood pressure kiosk or any other kiosk before?
   - Yes
   - No

2. Did you take your blood pressure at Family Medicine of Yakima's blood pressure kiosk today?
   - Yes
   - No
   If NO, why not? (Please skip to question 5): __________________________

3. How comfortable did you feel using the kiosk? (check one)
   - Very comfortable
   - Comfortable
   - Somewhat comfortable
   - Not very comfortable
   - Not at all comfortable
4. How confident were you that you could use the kiosk to take your blood pressure on your own? (check one)

- [ ] Very confident
- [ ] Confident
- [ ] Somewhat confident
- [ ] Not very confident
- [ ] Not at all confident

5. How comfortable were you with being asked to use the kiosk to take your blood pressure rather than having the nurse or medical assistant take it? (check one)

- [ ] Very comfortable
- [ ] Comfortable
- [ ] Somewhat comfortable
- [ ] Not very comfortable
- [ ] Not at all comfortable

6. What did you like about using the kiosk?

________________________________________________________________________

7. What one thing could we have done better today to improve your experience using the kiosk?

________________________________________________________________________

8. I think my blood pressure results from the kiosk were:

- [ ] More accurate than when a staff member (medical assistant or nurse) takes them
- [ ] As accurate as when a staff member takes them
- [ ] Less accurate than when a staff member takes them

If you think the results were more accurate or less accurate, why is that?
________________________________________________________________________

9. Did a health care provider (for example, nurse, medical assistant, doctor) take your blood pressure at your visit today? (check one)

- [ ] Yes, a healthcare provider took my blood pressure today
- [ ] No, a healthcare provider did not take my blood pressure today.

   If NO: Have you seen a healthcare provider yet?  [ ] Yes  [ ] No

10. Did a receptionist in the waiting room help you with using the kiosk today?

- [ ] Yes  [ ] No  If NO, please skip to question 13.